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- Finish with some planning (or robotics, language, vision... we’ll see)
- Tournament!
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• **Programming Assignments** — good
• **Readings** — more mixed
  – Some people like the textbook a lot
  – “Have trouble staying awake while reading the textbook”
  – “I’m not a huge reading person”
  – There were a lot of parts that did not contribute to the understanding of the concepts used in his class and could have been trimmed in the readings.

• **Written responses**
  – Exercise recommendations, want solutions
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  - Less time on readings; more time on readings
  - Lecture a day or two behind
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- **Midterms** — nobody likes them
Survey

• Minor
  – Easier to get to all the slides
  – Encourage to change seats
• “It’s a huge time commitment – I spend more time doing reading/programming for this class than for any other class.”
Pending Questions

- How big an environment ok for TD?
- How pick features?
Rest of Today

• Finish RL slides
• RL for robot soccer keepaway
• Some history
• (General game playing)